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ABSTRACT

When providing a user with data, an accountant often must choose the
proper level of report aggregation. Research in accounting has shown that
the level of aggregation can affect the behavior of the decision maker. For
example, when the decision maker is faced with choosing alternatives each
of which involves two sequential independent events. Moser et al. (1994)
found that individuals prefer the alternative for which the difference be-
tween the probabilities of success for the two independent events is small
relative to the other alternative. The strategy that uses this Pattern in deci-
sion-making is called the similarity strategy. In investment decision cases, a
group makes most of the decisions. Stoner (1961) found that group decision-
making was more extreme than individual. Therefore it is imPortant to con-
sider group decision-making in investnrent cases.

fhe purpose of this study is to investigate the similarity stratery, which
was introduced by Moser et al. (1994). Testing is not only aimed at individual
decision-makingbutalso at group decision-rnaking. Thirty-six graduate stu-
dents in the management and accountancy departments participated in a
laboratory experiment with investment decision setting. The results of the
analysis support the similarity hypothesis. Under condition of joint prob-
ability, the similarity stratery used by groups is more pronounced than that
used by individual (support Stoner, 1961), but not in the case of unequal joint
probability. Ttris result implies that when making an investment decision
involving sequential events, group and individual decision-rnaking will fol-
low a particular pattem that does not conform to normative decision theory.

Keywords: similaity strategy - indioidual and group decision-making - two
seq um {ul ind q m defi eo mt s.
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BACKGROUND
According to normative decision theory,.when the probabilities of

success for twi alternatives are equal, a decision maker should have no
oreference differences between aliematives. Ronen (1971', 1973) found
ihut indi.,ridual exhibit sVstematic preferences for alternatives with par-

ticular characteristics that are irrelevant according to normative decision

itt"ory. This situation happene{ ryhe1 an individual made a choice be-

trt,eerl two alternatives, each of which has two independent stages' For

example, rryhen choosing between-lottery ticke.ts similar.to those shorvn
belo#. people senerally"choose ticket A iather than ticket B, et'en though

the ioini pioUa[ltities ire equal (Ronen, 1971\. The strategy that chooses

it 
" 

'utt".riutive with the highest probability in the first stage is called se-

quence effect.

Ticket A Ticket B

Probability of success
In the first stage

Probability of success
In the second stage

Joint probabilitY
Of success

0.90

0.20

0.18

0.20

0.90

0.18

The example above also describes the essence of the situation facing

fi.ms anainaiiiauats when they make resource allocation decisions' The

accounting researchers who prLviously.investigated such situations ei-

ther discuised how such context-free decision problems-map.into tu,t9"t:.:

allOcation tasks (Ronen, 1973) or adapted a resource allocatlon tasK to llt

the form of the foii"ry'U.teL shown above (Hirsch, 1978; Snowball &

Brown, 1979).

Ronen (1973) provided examples of situations that fit the character-

istics of the iotteiy'U.t"tr shown Lboue. One such example involves the

rru"a to choose b'etween two new products. One product is relatively

eaw to develop, U.ri tuc"t a low probability of succels in.the market (e'g'

;:i.i;;;t;-.;;* pain kiiler). A second product has a riskier de-

;;d;";i rtug", UJ ir tilgrtry saleabie if it can S produced (9.9'.a.dTq
that is very successful in"combating cancer)' The first fTjlt:^f-:T
;;;"Ap"iof ticket A, while the second product is the counteqpart of ucKet D'
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Besides sequence effect (Ronen, 197\), there are three strategies that
are used by decision makers in choosing altematives involving two se-
quential independent events. The strategies are antisequence effect (Snow-
ball & Brown, 1.979), target-stage strategy (Lewis & Bell,1985), and simi-
larity strategy (Moser et al., 1994). Moser et al. (1994) found that similar-
ity strategy tends to be used by individuals in choosing alternatives rather
than the other strategies. Unfortunately, Moser et al. (1994) only consid-
ered individuals as decision makers. In this study the similarity strategy
is investigated not only with individual decision-making but also group
decision-making. There are two reasons why it is important to consider
group decision-making. First, in resource allocation cases, a group makes
of the decisions (Amold & Sutton, 1997). Second, management account-
ing research has shown the importance of studying management account-
ing from a group perspective (Libby & Luft, 1993). Therefore, the pur-
pose of this study is to investigate similarity strategy from the individual
and group perspective, specifically, how it is used when the decision maker
(individual and group) is faced with investment decision cases which
involve two sequential independent events.

THEORETICAL ISSUES AND HYPOTHESES
Subjected Expected Utility (SEU)

Expected utility theory (Friedman & Savage, 1948) has historically
served as both a normative and descriptive model of decision-making
under risk. It assumes that individual is a rational decision maker
(Rutledge & Harrel, 1994). The decision maker can process information
perfectly and choose the best altemative (Morgan, 1986). The best choice
according to this theory is an alternative that can maximize individual
expected value (EV) (Ashton, 1982). Based on this axiom, when the two
alternatives have equal EV, normative theory predicts that subjects will
be indifferent to alternatives. For unequal EV, normafive theory predicts
that subject will always prefer the ticliet with the higher EV.

Ronen (1971,1973) investigated whether subjects maximize expected
values in choices involving two-stage decision process. Expected value
could be maximized in these studies by maximizing the joint probability
of the occurrence of two sequential events. Ronen (\971) presented 22
graciuate business school students with two sets of two bags, each bag
dontaining specified proportion of marbles of different colori. The objec--
tive was to choose between the two sets of bags such that a blue marble
could be drawn from the first bag followed by a red marble from the
second bag. The joint probability (EV) of drawing of blue marble from
bag 1 and a red marble from bag 2 was identical the two sets of bags (for
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L6 of 2A trails), but the first-stage probabilities of drarving a blue marbles
from bag 1 differed between the two sets. Therefore, subjects vvho follow
an expected value deiision rule should be indifferent betrveen the two
sets, but subjects who employs a "discounting" strategv for second-stage
probabilities should systematically prefer the set in which the first-stage
probability of drawing a blue marble from bag 1 is higher. Seventeen of
the 22 subjects choose the set in which the first-stage probability of suc-
cess was higher, despite the equivalence of EV between the two sets.

In the case of unequal joint probabilities, some research also found
non-normative behavior, which not conform to normative theory. Such
behavior has been reported in studies using accounting tasks (Hirsch,
1978; Snou'ball & Brovvn, 1979) as well as in studies using atrstract lot-
terv settings (Ronen, 1971,1973; Lewis & Bell, 1985).

Previous accounting research in this area has attempted to explain
non-normative behavior in settings such as those described above bir iden-
tifying strategies used by decisioi makers to choose between alternatives.
The four strategies identified in the prior research are:
1. Sequence effect ('stay-in the game strategy): choose the alternative

r.r'ith the highest probability in the first stage (Ronen, 7977,'1973;
Hirsch, 1978; Snowball & Brown, 1979;Hogarth, 198L; Len'is & Bell,
1e8s).
Antisequence effect choose the alternative with the highest prob'
ability in the second stage (Snowball & Brown, 1979).
Targ6t-stage strategy: first determine whethel on9 stag-e dominates
the bther. One stage is said to dominate the other if the first (second)
stage probabilities of both tickets are higher by a threshold amount
than the second (first) stage probabilities of both tickets. If one stage
dominates the other, choose the alternative with the highest prob-
ability of success in the dominant (target') stage.-
Similirity strategy (Moser et al., 1994): choose the alternative with
the equal probabilities in both stages.

)

J,

4.

Similarity Strategy

Moser et al. (1994) study was based on information-processing model
of choice between pairs of iwo-stage sequential lotteries. The model was
first developed by' Lewis and Bell (1985) (Figure 2.1).
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Fig. 2.lAn informationaroccssilgmodcl of choicc.bctwcen prirs of twc'strge stqueatirl
lotteries, e end r arc individurl thrcsbold vducs (adopted from Lcwis & Be& f985)

14

Source:Moser, V. D., Birnberg,I.G. and Do, S., A Similarity Skategy for
Decisions Involving Sequential Events, Accounting Organization
and - Society (19%): aaL.

The model is described as follow: At some threshold level, subjects
choose the lottery (ticket) with the higher expected.value. Below that
threshold subjecti focus on the differerrce.in magnitude o!^the probabili-
ties in stage ohe and stage two. When the difference is suffi-ciqt aty large,
subject seirch for the stage with the grgater magnitude and chooses the
lottbry (ticket) with the larger probability in tf3t stage- (i. e. the target
stagei. When magnitude dif*erences are-not sufficiently !^:9., most sub-
ject-s bhoose the ticket with the higher first stage probability of success
(Lewis & Bell, L985).

Note that L,ewis and Bell's model suggests that when neither stage
dominates, subjects choose the alternative with_ the higher first.stage-
probability. Thus, for the most part, their model is consistent with the
iuqt 

"t.olffect 
hypothesis described earlier. The target-g$ee strategies

apply to a limited number of cases because only in- slTgial cases would
oitl itage be likely to dominate the other. Lewis and Bell (1?85) reggrted
an interlsting exieption to the sequencrcffect hypothesis that could not
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be accounted for by any of the choice strategies identified in the previous
literature. The exieptibn is as follow: whJnever one of the ticiets has
equ-alp.robabilities in both stages, subjectsprefer the ticket with the equal
probabilities in both stages reglrdless of which tickets has the higher first-
stage probability.

- 
Moser et al. (1994) has found that subject prefer the alternatives with

the equal-probabilities in both stages rather thin the other strategies. The
strategy that uses this pattern in dicision-making is called the "similarity
skategy." The hypothesis that people use this strategy to choose between
alternatives will be referred to-as fhe "similarity hyp*othesis.,,

Similarity Hypothesis

. Mos-er et al. (1944) tested the similarity hypothesis in studies using
abstract lottery settings.l In this study, su6iecis have to choose betweei
two investments (investment A and B). The issue is whether the similar-
ity strategy leads subjects to make choices that are inconsistent with nor-
mative decision theory. This question is addressed in both equal and un-
equal joint probability settings. For equal joint-probability investments,
normative theory predicts that subjects will be indifferent between in-
vestments A and B. For unequal joint- probability investments, norma-
tive theory predicts that subject will always prefer the investment with
the higher jo-i1t probability. In order to contradict normafive theory pre-
diction, the following alternative hypothesis is presented:
H1: In the case of equal joint probability, subjects will prefer alterna-

tives with the probability of success similar in both stages (subjects
prefer investment B to investment A).

H2: In the case of unequal joint probability, subjects still choose alter-
natives with the probability of success similar in both stages (in-
vestment B).

- Th" similarity hypothesis is examined further by investigating
whether the degree to which stage probabilities of a investment are simi-
lar relative to the alternative investment affects subjects' choices. This
question is investigated by varying the stage-probability spread (i. e. the
intra-investment probability spread) in investment (B) with the more simi-
lar stage probabilities (see Table 2.1).If subjects use similarity strategy for
decision-making, the preference for investment B will decreases is the
spread between the first-stage and second-stage probabilities of invest-
ment B increase (Moser et al., 1994\. [n order to test this statement, the
following alternative hypothesis is presented:
H3: The more the stage-probability spread of investment B decreases,

the more subjects like it.
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A final test of the similarity hypothesis compares it directly against
the alternative choice strategies hypothesized in the prior study. The com-
parisons are accomplished by varying the structure of the investments
(i.e. the order of the stage probabilities within the investments, see Table
2.1) in such a way as.to lead to different predictions for the competing
hypotheses. In the case of equal ioint probability, the similarity hypoth-
esis predicted subjects would pre{er investment A to investment B when
the investment is presented in'/..,2,3, and 4 structures (Moser et a1.,1994).
So to test this hypothesis, the following altemative hypothesis is presented:

H4: In the case of equal joint probability, subjects would prefer invest-
ment A to investment B when investment is presented in 'J.,2,3,

and 4 structures.

Table 1. Equal joint-probability investments
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Group Decision-Making

Group-shift research was first inhoduced by Stoner (1951), and in-
dicated thit groups produce risky shifts in decision making.l While re-
search ln the t970s produced some anomalous_findings, most supported
theories of a group-induced process toward either risky or cautious deci-
sion-shifts. That ii, research- has shown that group interaction leads to
decisions, which are more extreme than individual decisions-

The psychology literature is replete with studies of the group-shift
phenomeha. these studies have attempted to determine whether g:oYP
iecisions are more risky or cautious as comPared to the pregroup-indi-
vidual risk preferences. A shift in risk-taking is said to occur when the
initial prediscussion positions of individual gro_up member are enhanced
subsequent to group discussion (Isenberg, 1986).

A substantial number of theories have been developed to explain the
possible effects of group-shifts. Table 2 summarizes those theories.

Many studies have attempted to explain or exhibit Eroup-shiftt:91:
of the firsiand most appealingexplanatibns of group-shifts (Brown '1965)
is the social comparison theory, rvhich suggest that people are continu-
ally attempting t6 be viewed as more "socially favorable" than average.
Grbup int6racdon allows members to compare their positions to the rest
of group. Once a social col_nParison is made, members attempt to adju.st
thefr seif-perception (and th6 PercePtion of others) to. be more extreme in
the socialiy favorable direction, which can lead to similarity strategy or
the other jtrategies (i. e. sequence effect, anti-sequence effect, and target
stage strategy).

Moser et al. (1994) found that individuals in choosing. alternatives
involving two sequential independent events more frequently.lled simi-
larity strXtegy. That is, the similarity strategy is viewed as socially favor-
able. Based-6n this argumenf the iuthor elPect, the- similTity strategy
used by groups wiil bimore extreme-than that used by individuals. The
hypotlieiis is'examined in the case of 99.""1 and unequal joint probabil-
iivitn order to examine this issue, the following altematively formulated
hjrpothesis is presented:

H5a: In the case of equal ioint probability, the similarity strategy used by

groups is more'extreme ihan that used by individuals'

HSb: ln the case of equal ioint probability, the similarity strategy used by

grouPs is more^extieme ihan that used by individuals'



Theory Primary
Developer

Explanation

Diffusion of
Resnonsibilitv

Wallach et al.
ft9&\

Riskv shifs occur because no one individual is
reso6nsible foi the srouo decision.

Affective
Bonds

Wallach et al.
(196s)

Bond (cohesion) between group members caus€
responsibility diffusion (similar to diffusion-of-
resoonsibilitv)

Social
Comparison

Brown (1955) lndividual behavior is culturally Prescnbecl
whereby they want to be at least as risky as similar
Dersons.

Relevant
Arguments

Brown (1965) Group discussion increases the salience of values

from initial decision-making. A greater proPortion

of arguments will favor the salient values thus

causinq a risk shift.

Familiarization Bateson (1966) Increased familiarity with relevant decision

elements is obtained through trortP interaction
which causes increased risk taking.

Anonymity Bumstein (1957) A posittt,e.et"tionship exists between the number of
o.orrn members and masnitude of risk shilts.

Rhetoric-of-risk Kelly & Thibaul
{'1969)

The rhetoric of risk is intense and dramatic, thus
infl uencing qroup members

Leadership Bumstein (1969) Extreme risk individuals are more confident than

moderates and thus exert more inlluence on the
groulf.

Pluralistic
Ignorance

Levinger & Schneider
(1e6e)

Individuals present their positions as compromises

between thelr "ideal" and their impression of the

group tendency. Position can shift when the true

sroup tendencv is known.

Commitment Moscovici &
Zavalloni (1969)

Intenction causes bonding to a choice and thus
comrnitment.

Release Pruitt (1969) Individuals constrarn themselves to avolo Derng
nonconformists. They are released from this
constraint in group when they observe views similar
to their true views.

Decision/Expecte
d Utility

Vinokur (1971) Group dirussion either changes outcome utilrties or

leads' to a convergence of utilities related to

orrtcomes thus leading to riskv or cautious shifts.

Tat Ming Ktmgetal" An Examinationof SimilarityStrategy "'

Table 2. Summary of group polarization theories
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Source: Rutledge, R. W. and A. M. Harrel, The Impact of Responsibility
and Friming of Budgetary Information on GrouP Shifts, Behats-

ioral Researih in Accountiig (L99a): 6:94

RESEARCH METHOD
Subiects

The subjects were thirty-six graduate students in th9 management

and accounting departmenti, all 6f whom-had completed, undergradu-

ate and gradu;te-level statistics, and under.graduale T.alagiment 
ac-

counting course. Half of the subjects (accounting students) had also com-

pleted faduate level management accounting course'
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Experimental Design

Table 3. Experimental design
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Factors

Between-subiect factor:

Joint probabilitY

Within-subject factors:

Stage probabilitY sPread

Structure

Equal
Unequal

0,006
0,031
0,069
0,109
0,151,
0,195
1
2
J

4

Independent Variables

As shown in Table 3, there are three independent variables exam-

ined in the exPeriment:

1. Joint ProbabilitY

Joint probability is a between-su$ect factor with two levels: Equal

u.,a U^"qiral. Undei tlieequal conditi6n, 9g ioint probabiliry of invest-

;;;;;;"q;J.,t," iliifii.uJiiitv of investrnent B (se6 rable 2'1)'
Under the unequ"i-.o.,ditio"it1" joint'orobability of investment A al-

ways exceeded th"Ft"i;-U*ifity..f iniestment iJ, and thus, according

i;;;;;il th""ti,;-;;6*tt snoita always choose-investment A' The

;;;;il;int-prob'atffi c""aition was cbnstructed- !y increasing the

;;1il;d;;iiff"ir""""'rs for investrnent A in each of the 24 equal loint-
orobabiliry *rrutotiJtt*tho*" i" Table 2'1 while holding constant the

ioint probibility of investrnent B'1
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2. Stage-Probability Spread

stage-Probability spread refers to the absolute difference in the Pro9-
ability if rrr.."s beiween the first and second stages of investment B.
This iactor is a within-subject factor that was varied at six levels (0.005,
0.031, 0.069,0.!09,0.151, and 0.195), as shown in Table 2.1. The stage-
probability spread for investment A was held constant at a_pproximateiy
0.68 for two ieasons. First, this avoided confounding the effect of a shift
in the stage-probability difference in the un-eq-u.3ljoint-probability invest-
ments. Seioid, this resulted in the stage-probability spread for investment
B always being smaller than the stage probability spread for investment
A.

3. Structure

Structure is a within-subject variable that refers to the order of the
stage probabilities within investment A and investment B. Structure was
varied at four levels, as shown in Table 2.1. These four levels represent all
possible orders of stage probabilities given that, by design, investment B
llways had a smallei stage-probability spread than investment A. Ma-
nipuiation of this factor led to different predictions for the similarity hy-
pothesis versus the competing hypotheses, and thus made it possible to
issess whether the similirity [ypoihesis or one of the competing hypoth-
eses best explained subjects' choices.

Dependent Variable

Dependent variable is weighted choices. The weighted choices mea-
sure reflects the degree to which that choice was prefened to the alterna-
tive. The measure was calculated by converting the raw preference rat-
ings (responses on the five-point preference scale) to values ranging from
1 to 9, using the following procedure: if investment A was chosen, the
weighted-clioice measure was calculated by subtracting the raw prefer-
ence rating from 6; if investment B was chosen, the weighted-choice
measure was calculated by adding 4 to the raw preference rating. Thus,
higher weighted-choice measures will generally correspgnd with a higher
percentage of choices of investment B, and lower weighted-choice mea-
iure will-generally correspond with a lower percentage of investment B
choices.
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Experimental Task

Each subject was given two booklets that contained 48 investments
(24 for equal joint probability and 24 for unequal joint probability). Each
investment was on separate page. Subject were required to choose either
investment A or investment B for each of their 48 investments. After
making a choice, subjects rated the degree to which they preferred the
investment they,choose over the investment they did not choose on a
scale numbered 1-5, with endpoints labeled "very not interesting" (L)
and "very interesting" (5) A full set of instructions is provided in Ap-
pendix B.

The fina! pari of the experiment began with the random assignment
of individuals to groups. First the groups were asked to read through the
case one more time, and after sufficient discussion within the group, to
make a "group decision."2 Group discussions lasted approximately fifty
to sixty minutes.

Results

Manipulation Check

To test whether the independent variables had an effect on subjects'
choices (preferences) an ANOVA was conducted. As can be seen in Table
4.1, all three independent variables had a sig4ificant main effect on sub-
jects' choices (p<0.05), except the stage probability spread variable, which
was only marginally significant. The ANOVA result also showed that
there wis not I significant interaction effect between all three indepen-
dent variables.

Hypotheses Testing
Hypothesis 1

The purpose of the first hypothesis is to test whether in equal joint
probability conditions, subjects siil prefer inveshnent B to investrnent A.
Contrary io normative theory prediction, which elPecq no difference in
subiectsi choice (mean = 5), Table 4.2 shows the subjects' mean weighted-
choice is 6.20. The upper-tail Z test reports that the weighted-choice
measure for the equai ioint-probability condition (mean = 6-20) gipfi-
cantly exceeds F t 0.05) the normativ6 theory prediction of 5.00. Hence,
results support H1.
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Table 4. ANOVA for weighted-choice measure (n = t728)

30/

df F-statistic value

Between-subject factor

|oinr Probability 1 35.889 0.000'

Within-subject factors

Structure 3 2.939 0.032'

Stage Probability Spread 5 2.205 0.051'

Interactions

Structure x Stage Probability Spread 15 0.309 0.991

|oint Probability x Structure 3 0.210 0.88!

Stage Probability Spread x Joint Probability 5 0.330 0.89:

]oint Probability x Stage Probability Spread
x Structure 15 0.205 1.00(

*p , o,o5

Table 5. Weighted choice for equal joint-probability condition

Stage

Probabiliw Spread

Structure

1234

Mean

0.006

0.031

0.069

0.109

0.151

0.195

5.94

6.47

6.3L

5.81

5.86

5.69

5.94

5.92

6.14

5.5J

5.81

5.89

6.47

6.56

6.78

5.03

6.25

6.LL

6.83 6.30

6.97 6.48

6.53 6.M

6.31. 5.92

6.22 6.04

6.47 6.04

Mean 6.01 5.87 6.37 6.56 6.20
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Hypothesis 2

The purpose of the second hypothesis is to test whether in unequal
probability conditions, subjects still have preference for investment B.
Contrary to normative prediction, which expects subjects will prefer in-
vestment A to investment B (mean = 1), Table 4.3 shows the subjects'
mean weighted-choice is 5.31. The upper-tail Z test reports that the
weighted-choice measure for the equal joint-probability condition (mean
= 5.31) significantly exceeds (p < 0.05) the normative theory prediction
of 1.00. Hence, results support H2

Tabel 6. Weighted choice for unequal joint probability condition

Stage

Probability Spread

Structure

23

Mean

0.005

0.031

0.069

0.109

0.151

0.195

5.61

5.47

5.39

4.6'J.

4.86

5.50

5.28

5.31

4.94

4.78

5.11

4.94

5.92

6.17

s.89

5.31

4.61

4.92

5.89 5.68

5.94 5.72

s.08 s.33

5.64 s.09

4.89 4.87

5.42 5.20

Mean 5.24 5.06 5.47 5.48 5.31

Hypothesis 3

The purpose of the third hypothesis is to test whether the increasing
stage probaUitity spread of investment B will affectsubject's choice. The
Simiiarity hypoihesis predicts that the preference for investment B de-
creases ai ttie spread between the first-stage and second-stage probabili-
ties of investment B increase. The significant (marginally) main effect of
the stage probability spread factor (p,<0.05,Jalfe a.]) provides evidence
consist6nf with the similarity hypothesis. Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 also
report the subjects' mean weighted-choices decrease as the spread be-
tween the firsf-stage and second-stage probabilities of investment B in-
crease. Thus, H3 is supported.
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Hypothesis 4

- 
The fourth hypothesis is aimed to test whether the similarity hy-

pothesis prediction is better than those predicted by the other hypothes6s
(sequence- effect, anti-sequence effect, and target stage). Tabl-e-4.4 pro-
vides predictions (under the equal joint'probability condition) for the simi-
lTity hypothesis and for the three competing hypotheses. Table 4,5 shows
the result of upper-tail Z test. As can be seen in-Table 4.5, subiects' mean
weighted-choices for all structures significantly exceed (p<0.05) the com-
peting hypotheses of 5. Thus, H4 is supported-
Table 7. Predicted investrnent choices for the equal joint-probability con-

dition

Hypotheses

Structure

23

Similarity

Sequence effect

(Stay-in-the game)

Anti-sequence effect

Target Stage

B

BB

A

A

A

A

A

B

N/A

A

N/A

Hypothesis 5

The fifth hypothesis is aimed to test whether the sirdlarity strategy
used by groups is more extreme than that used by individuals. First
ANOVA was used to verify whether the groups that were formed were
perfectly random for age, GPA, semester, gender, and departrnent. Table
4.5 shows that p value for age, GPA, semestet and deparhnent exceed a
= 0.05. It means that there are not significant differences between group
for age, GPA, semester, and department.
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Table 8. Upper-tail Z test for each structure

Structure Mean Standard

D""t"tt*

6,01, 3,12

z p value

1

2

J

la

5,87

6,37

6,56

3,07

2,90

2,77

4,76

4,"1.6

6,94

8,28

0.000"

0.000*

0.000*

0.000*

*p<0.05

n=216

Randomization is not successful for gender (p<0.05) classification'
The implication is, if the decisions that aie made by groups with only

male mlmbers are different from those made.by gtgqps with_only f:rytS

members, it wiil affect the research results (eipecially for H5a-& H5g)

itren, io iest whether there are differences in the decisions lnade.Ul {l-
male groups and all-female grouPs, a two-tail Z test is conducted. Table

a}-rn""*r'tnat all-male g.oilpr' decisions differ significantly.from all-

f emal e qrou ps' decisions lpcO.OS) under unequal joint-probabil ity conclt -

il;;"i ;o'"ot differ .rr,dur equal joint-probability condition (p>0.05).

Finally, to test the flft! hypolhe.se-s (H5a & llsb)'uppertail 
Z test

was condricted. Table 4.8 show! that the groups' weighted-choices un-

J"i 
"q.rut 

joint probability condition (mean = 6.q4_liryficantly exceeds

i.,ai.,riarruir, weighted-ch'oice (m9an = 6.29).Q10.0.!). Thus, H5a is,sup-

"oit"a. 
But in thJcase of unequal joint probaUitity, th-e groups' weighted-

ihoi""r (mean = 5.57) do not_sign_ificantly_exceed indivrduals' welgnteo-

;il;t;;; i*""" = s.31) @>0.05).-Hence, HSb is not supported'
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Table 9. ANOVA for groups demography characteristic

Mean Square

371

Betvveen Groups

l.!'ithin Groups

6.424

9.889

EMESTER

EVEL

E:rr..DER

EPARTMENT

lt''ithin Croups

Total

betu'een Groups

It'ithin Groups

Total

Betu'een Croups

Within Croups
; .
I otal

Between Croups

1{ithin Groups

Total

1.176 24 4.909E-02

2 234 35

IO.JJJ

76.667

l l

1A

33.000 35

4.889 11

4.000 24

8.889 35

2.083 11

4.667 24

6.750 35

Table L0. Z test - weighted choices'all male groups and all-female groups

Probabi

Male Female Male Female

Mean

Sample

Standard Deviation

z
P aalue

7,77

48

3,72

6,69

96

2,50

7,02

48

3.29

4,79

96

2,97

4,93

0,18

5,02

0,000"

Betu'een Groups

? < 0,05
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Table 11. Z test-weighted choices' grouPs and individuals

nt Probabili

Grou Individuals Grou Individuals

ualual

Mean

Sample

Standard Deviation

6,57

288

)Q1

6,20

864

2,98

5,57

288

3,32

5,31

864

J,r  /

*p < o,o5

5. Discussions And Conclusions

The results of this study provide support for similarity hypothesis
(support Moser et al., 1994). This study provides evidence that the sirni-

iariiy strategy tends to be used by individuals and groups in investment

.floii" invoirling two sequential independent evenfs. The superiority of

thi.s strategy is irore pronounced when groups make.of decisions/ esPq-

cially in the case of elual joint probabiliiy. This result.is consistent u'ith

Storier (1951) who found-that groups' decision-making was more ex-

treme than individuals' decision-making'

This study does not support.the superiority of,the similarity.strategy

when sroups inake decisioni in the case of unequal joint probability' one

""riiUT" 
Lx'ptanation for this is that when the joint probability of invest-

;.;;i A is iigter than investment B, according to normative-theorl'; in-

vestment B ippeal should decrease. Table 4.8 shows that the gtoyg::

weishted choic'es under equal joint probabitity con-ditions (means = 6'57).

i;-i?;il; ir,"" it" g.o.rp'r *6ignt6a choicei under condition unequal

i"i"i-"r.Uufititv (ri'eani = 5.31).1 The decreased preference for invest-

;;;i'B;;; ;"Jqual ioint probability conditions is showed clearly.by

all_f emale grou ps (iabl6 a.|.'The evi dence that all-f emd 
: _g?ln ^":111

follow norirative ih"ory was not predicted by the 1u-thor. The. posstble

erptunution of this phe'nomenon is that there is a different risk prefer-

;!;il;;;;G;i"-gro.'pt and all-female groups. In this case, all-
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female groups tend to be risk averse and all-male groups tend to be risk
taker.

One possible explanation for n'hy alternatives for which the two-
stage pro6abilities are similar are preferred is that individuals mentally
code stage probabilities (and hence the related altemative) as acceptable
or unacceptable rather than at their precise numerical -values. For ex-
ample, for-the investments i+'ith stage probabilityspread 0.006 and struc-
ture level 4 (see Table 2.1), both of the similar probabilities in investment
B (0.450 and 0.444) may be coded as acceptable. In contrast, in invest-
ment A, the 0.90 probability may be coded as acceptable, r+'hile the 0.222
proba1.'ilit-v ma1"6" codedLs relatively unacceptable. Thus, the o'erall
issessrnu.rt of investment B u'ould be that it is aiceptable, u'hile the over-
all assessment of investment A would be that it is unacceptable relative
to investrnent B.

6. Implications, Limitations, And Future Research

The finCings suggest that the manner in which information is pre-
sented can affeit the'Eehavior of decision makers. This study provides
evidence that the level of aggregation can affect individual and group
decision-making. Especially, when the decision maker is faced with choos-
ing investments-involving iwo sequential ildeqg.nf qnt events. In this case,
thE decision maker (group and individual) will follow a-Particular pat-
tern that does not coiform to normative theory. Thus, this finding has
implication to management accountants in presenting data (whether
aggregated vs. disaggregated format) to managers.

The limitations of this research are the use of the laboratory experi-
.ment method, the failure of randomization for gender classification (af-
fect results for H5b), and the use of students as subjects. Laboratory ex-
perimentation allows decision-m"9^8 behavior tg P"- studied in a con-
irolled environment and thus has the potential for high internal validity'
but relatively low external validity. i{ence, caution should be used in
generalizingihe results of such expgrimelts to other.gro1qs, individu.als
5r situationi. Another of the limititions in generalizing this study is the
use of students as proxy for managers. Ttrerb is-a possibility tha.t F" ttu-
dents' decisions ar-e noi representitive of actual managers' decisions.

This study suggests some issues for future research. First, future study
could replace'the-&perimental setting with real-world resource alloca-
tion cases. Second, the use of actual managers as subjects performing
more realistic tasks would be helpful in sorting out the effects of exPeri-
ence on choice behavior. Third, future work should consider individual
risk preference and gender issues.
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1. The author modified experimental design that used by Moser et
al. (1,994) in accounting task. Therefore, subject would be faced on in-
vestment choosing and not lottery choosing.

2. Group-shift is also often referred to as "group-induced shift" (see
Dion et al., 197A), "choice-shift'1 (see Crott et a1.,'1.986; Pruitt, 7971,), or
"risky-shift" (see Cartwright, L971).

3 In the Unequal Joint-probability condition, the difference in joint
probability between investment A and investment B was varied at four
levels corresponding to those used by Ler.r'is & Bell (1985) and Moser et
al. (199\. The levels represent multiplicative differences in joint prob-
abilities ranging from 0.02 to 0.08, in increments of 0.02. For example, at
level 0.08, tlie joint probability for investment B (20%) was muliiplied by
1.08 to arrive at the joint probability of investment A (21.6%). The qua-
dratic formula was used to calculate the stage probabilities necessary to
profu_ce the joint probability of investment A, n'hile holding the siage
probability spread of investment A constant at 0.68. The level of ioint-
probability difference was randomly assigned to each of the 24 invest-
ments presented to each of the subjects in the Unequal Joint-probabilitl.
condition.

4 The task was given to the groups was similar with the task was
given to the individuals.

5 ANOVA showed that joint probability had a significant main ef-
fect on groups' choices (p < 0.05).
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